
Pull - along Hedgehog 

Information 
 

This wooden hedgehog can be pulled along behind  
children and if they stroke the back of the hedgehog it will 
make click clack sounds. 
 

Age: 18 months plus 
 

Contents: Hedgehog 
 
 

EY1 



LeapFrog Learning Table 

Information 
 
This interactive table has many lights and sounds to  
engage and entertain children.  It can also be used without 
the legs as a floor toy for younger children. 
 
Age: 6 months plus  
 
Contents: Table with 4 removable legs 
 
 

EY2 



Chomp and Clack Alligator Walker 

Information 
 

This walker encourages gross and fine motor skills and  
develops hand-eye co-ordination.  With each step the 
three alligators take it in turns to chomp! 
 

Age: 12 months plus 
 

Contents: Wooden walker 
 

EY3 



Whoosit Learn and Play Cube 

Information 
 

This cube opens up to show 10 fun things to interact small 
children.  It includes an abacus, a rotary dial, spinning 
clock, sorter, mirror, lights and melodies.   
 

Age: 9 months plus 
 

Contents: Whoosit cube 
 
 

EY4 



Information 
 
This friendly, push-pal turtle makes learning num-
bers and shapes lots of fun for baby. Just press but-
tons to hear 1-2-3’s, shapes and fun sounds. A de-
lightful sing-along song plays as baby rolls him 
along or touches the light-up musical button. 
 
 
Age: 6 - 36 months  
 
Contents:  No additional parts 

EY8 

Roll-along Turtle 



Ball Shape Sorter 

Information 
 

Bright and colourful ball or shape sorter containing 
6 different coloured shapes that all have different rattle 
sounds.  Twist open to retrieve the shapes. 
 

Once your child has mastered the right hole for each dif-
ferent shape, this traditional toy can also help with shape 
recognition, colours and counting. 
 
 

Age: 12 months plus 
 

Contents: shape sorter containing 6 different shapes 
 

EY11 



Rainbow Stacker 

Information 
 

This traditional wooden toy can help with colour  
recognition, sorting in size order and counting.   
 

Age: 18 months plus 
 

Contents: 7 coloured hoops on a base with head. 

EY12 



Rolling Shape Sorter 

Information 
 

Once your child has mastered the right hole for each dif-
ferent shape, this traditional wooden toy can also help 
with shape recognition, colours and counting. 
 

Age: 12 months plus 
 

Contents: 6 shapes and the roller. 

EY13 



Glutting Giraffe 

Information 
 

This friendly giraffe is waiting for a child to feed it!  As well 
as feeding the giraffe the wooden pieces and watching 
them roll all the way to the bottom they can be used as 
spinning tops too. 
 

Age: 18 months plus 
 

Contents: Large wooden giraffe and 5 wooden spinning 
tops. 
 
 

EY14 



Classic Pop-up Toy 

Information 
 

This basic wooden toy helps with colour recognition and 
hand eye co-ordination.  The different coloured people 
bob up and down when pressed. 
 

Age: 12 months plus 
 

Contents: Wooden base and four wooden people. 
 
 

EY15 



Pop Up Surprise Ball 

Information 
 

A roll around ball that  sings as it rolls, plus other sounds 
and words. 
Colours, movements, sounds and textures stimulate the 
senses and flashing lights attract babies attention.   
Also some first language as the toy introduces phrases. 
 

Age: 3 months plus 
 

Contents: One pop up ball, either pink or blue. 
 
 

EY16 



Fun Time Cube 

Information 
 

A colourful first activity cube for babies.  With a variety of 
activities, sounds and a mirror to stimulate the senses. 
This toy will also help develop motor skills and dexterity. 
 
Age: 6 months plus 
 
Contents: Fun time cube 
 

EY18 



Learning Cube 

Information 
 

This large cube opens up to revel 8 smaller cubes that are 
all different, this toy is for early sensory play  to engage 
babies and small children. 
 

Age: Suitable from birth 
 

Contents:  Large soft cube with 8 smaller cubes inside it. 
 

EY19 



Fisher Price Bus 

Information 
 

This bus has two pop up passengers and a twist around 
driver that all sing along to ‘the wheels on the bus’.  This 
toy helps to develop fine motor skills and encourages 
movement. 
 

Age: 6 months plus 
 

Contents: Bus 
 

EY20 



Crawl & Learn Bright Lights Ball 

Information 
 

The brightly coloured ball features a built-in motor that encour-
ages your little one to follow it as it moves. It's brilliant for get-
ting your baby to start crawling as they chase the ball.  By press-
ing the chunky light-up buttons, your little one can learn animals, 
numbers and colours 
 
 

Age: 6 months plus 
 

Contents: Ball 
 

EY21 



Cloth Books 

Information 
 

These brightly coloured books make a lovely introduction to  
story telling.  Two incorporate a hand puppet which help bring 
the stories to life and captivate baby. 
 
 

Age: 6 months plus 
 

Contents: 2 cloth books & 2 puppet books 
 

EY22 



Discovery Cylinder 

Information 
 

With lots of shapes and textures to explore, the Discover Cylinder offers 
hours of fun. Your baby can enjoy handling the soft shapes and feeling 
the different textures on them, grasping the handles on the cylinder and 
clacking the plastic rings together. Great for developing hand-to-eye co-
ordination and helping to strengthen fine motor skills, the shapes can be 
posted through the soft top of the cylinder, and your little one can reach 
back into it to retrieve them. It's also fun to chase: roll the cylinder 
around and crawl after it. 

 

 

Age: 6 months plus 
 

Contents:  Material cylinder containing 5 shapes 

 

EY23 



Baby Keyboard 

Information 
 

With lots of shapes and textures to explore, the Discover Cylinder offers 
hours of fun. Your baby can enjoy handling the soft shapes and feeling 
the different textures on them, grasping the handles on the cylinder and 
clacking the plastic rings together. Great for developing hand-to-eye co-
ordination and helping to strengthen fine motor skills, the shapes can be 
posted through the soft top of the cylinder, and your little one can reach 
back into it to retrieve them. It's also fun to chase: roll the cylinder 
around and crawl after it. 

 

 

Age: 6 months plus 
 

Contents:  Keyboard & 2 beaters 

 

EY24 



Musical Shape Sorter 

Information 
 

 

 

This brightly coloured shape sorter has a variety of activi-
ties, sounds and a mirror to stimulate the senses. 
This toy will also help develop motor skills and dexterity. 
 
 

 

Age: 6 months plus 
 
Contents:  Shape sorter with 4 shapes 
 

EY25 


